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We are thrilled to announce that our recently launched e-bike MIHOS (under the flagship brand Joy e-bike) has received a whopping 18,600 bookings in just 15 days! MIHOS was launched earlier this year at the Auto Expo 2023. It gives us immense pleasure to see such an overwhelming response from our customers, and we cannot wait to deliver the #UnbreakableJoy starting from March 2023, in a phased manner across India.




The bookings for the MIHOS e-bike commenced from 22nd January 2023, and within a span of 15 days, we have seen a surge in demand like never-before! Moreover, we’ll commence the bookings for April 2023 soon. So, the interested customers can book the MIHOS on our website or at an authorised dealership across the country. Now let’s take a quick look at what MIHOS is and how it is all set to usher in the future of mobility in India!




A tale of the truly unbreakable e-bike: MIHOS




Our team has been working tirelessly to create a truly unbreakable, unique and remarkable electric two-wheeler that caters to the mobility needs of the everyday Indians. And the MIHOS is the result of that effort. This retro-styled e-scooter comes equipped with some of the best features in the market. This is a truly unbreakable e-bike, keeping in mind the extreme Indian roads and weather conditions.




The MIHOS is powered by a 2.5 kWh Lithium-ion battery that offers a claimed range of up to 100* km per charge. It can do 0-40* kmph in just 7 seconds and has a wheelbase of 1,360mm. The suspension duties are handled by a front telescopic fork and rear mono reversible spring suspension.




Power-packed features




Being one of the largest electric 2-wheelers in the market, it redefines the
meaning of comfort with its spacious size, storage capacity for two riders, and advanced features. MIHOS boasts a powerful battery that can be fully charged within four hours, giving a range of 100* km on a single charge. The bike is made of Poly Dicyclopentadiene, a material known for its exceptional resistance to high impact, chemical corrosion, and high heat deflection temperature.




Safety and style redefined




The vehicle comes equipped with an automatic transmission, digital
speedometer, and top-of-the-line LED lights for convenient usage. Safety is a top priority, with a combi brake disc system for smooth braking and handling, and a well-balanced design for stability at high speeds. MIHOS‘ ‘right weight distribution’ feature ensures a stable position and balance while driving, regardless of speed, further enhanced by its high-quality tires that provide optimal traction and handling.




Wait, there’s more!




MIHOS is a smart vehicle that can be connected to the Joy e-connect App,
allowing for monitoring of battery levels and mileage, GPS tracking, and
information on environmental impact and savings on fuel costs. It is also available in a wide range of colours to match the rider’s preference, ensuring that you stand out from the crowd.




So, what are you waiting for? If you’re looking for an unbreakable e-bike that can power through anything, look no further than our all new MIHOS. With this smart and stylish e-bike, you can take on the world with confidence and style. Book your Joy e-bike Mihos electric scooter today and join the EV revolution!
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Wardwizard Innovations & Mobility Limited, an innovation-driven company with a current market capitalization of 1800 Cr, is sitting comfortably at the top of the food chain in the sunrise segment. It is also the country’s 1st Electric Vehicle Manufacturer which got listed in BSE with the core business of EV Manufacturing.
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                                                                                        	 Global Headquarters :

Survey 26/2, Opp. Pooja Farm, Sayajipura, Ajwa Road, Vadodara, Gujarat – 390019, India
	 Toll Free No. :

1800 1200 555 00   (8.00AM – 7.00PM)
	 Compliance No. :

9727755083
	compliance@wardwizard.in
	info@wardwizard.in 
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